Ultrasound Therapy in the Treatment of Plantar Wart: A Case Study
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ABSTRACT

Verucae or plantar warts is a painful skin condition that demonstrates a high resistance to various treatments. They can be caused by trauma or human papilloma virus. The infection is mostly caused by a breach in the skin. The virus is usually contacted by walking barefoot in community swimming pool areas. The condition is common in sports persons. Our research focused on warts that occur on plantar surface of foot also known as plantar warts. They result in pain with pressure on weight bearing surfaces so walking is difficult and painful. Risk factors include using community showers barefoot, previous history of warts and decreased immune function.

Case Report: - We present a case report of a female aged 24 years who was clinically diagnosed with plantar wart. She developed recurrent plantar warts. For a year she was treated with pairing and punch excision with no success. Then ultrasound program was initiated with dosage of 0.6 watt/cm² and increased up to 1 watt/cm² for 15 min given at 1-week interval for 15 weeks. At the end of 15th week, the plantar wart had completely disappeared.
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INTRODUCTION

Verruca Plantaris or plantar wart are dermatological lesions on the plantar aspect of foot caused by Human Papilloma Virus [1]. These are benign non-cancerous growths on the heel or balls of foot. They are a painful skin condition which upon weight bearing, makes walking difficult. A breach in the skin is required for the infection to occur. Plantar warts show an annual incidence of up to 14% [2]. Warts constitute one of the most common virus infections of the skin, in particular of the hands and feet [3]. A plantar wart once it occurs on an individual, yields HPV through epithelial cells that desquamate from the area. The viral particles thus shed can infect other sites on the same individual and other individuals [4]. Risk factors for plantar warts involve having pre-existing plantar warts or having intimate contact with an individual having them [5,6]. Infection can occur via direct contact with a wart or fomites like socks, shoes etc can cause indirect contact [7]. Pre-existing breach in the skin epidermis facilitates this and allows the entry of virus [8-10]. Warts tend to develop at areas of increased pressure on the plantar aspect of foot. Pressure points often have increased susceptibility to microtrauma which provides favourable ground for formation of warts.

Histologically, it is characterized by hyperkeratosis and may present as a hyperkeratotic papule [11]. Due to its location on the sole of foot, body weight creates pressure on it as a result the wart grows into the dermis and small part of it protrudes over skin surface.

The symptoms upon presentation includes visible hard corn present in the lateral aspect of sole of midfoot, pain while weight bearing and walking on barefoot i.e. any activity that increases the pressure on the plantar wart. When palpated warts often are tender and rough when compressed along the sides. [9] In this case plantar wart was most probably the result of wrong pattern of weight bearing and stresses imposed on foot due to over pronation of the foot.

The diagnosis is made clinically by dermatologist [12]. Biopsy can be done in case of diagnostic uncertainty or in cases of treatment refraction [13]. management of plantar warts produces a challenge because of a variability of treatment methods and each having variable response rates and possible adverse effects. [7] the most common treatment options for plantar warts are topical application of salicylic acid with pairing of the hyperkeratotic wart and cryotherapy with liquid nitrogen.
The use of ultrasound therapy in the treatment of plantar warts has been proposed and the effectiveness has been proven in various studies [16-23].

Our study is an effort to study the effectiveness of ultrasonic therapy on the plantar wart for both pain reduction and for the healing of overlying skin.

PATIENT INFORMATION AND CLINICAL FINDINGS
The patient was a female aged 24 years; she was clinically diagnosed with plantar wart by a qualified dermatologist. Detailed history and physical examination, including the onset and nature of symptoms were recorded for the patient. The patient was evaluated thoroughly using clinical symptoms. The symptom of the patient was visible wart on the sole of foot and some pain on direct pressure on the wart.

The patient initially noticed a black dot on the sole of lateral aspect of mid foot which was painful on weight bearing and walking. She consulted a dermatologist regarding the same and was clinically diagnosed with a plantar wart. Dermatologist had done pairing for the wart approximately 5-7 times in an interval of 1-2 weeks. She was prescribed a mixture of salicylic acid and lactic acid ointment to be applied once daily. After that her symptoms worsened and she developed pain in weight bearing on the affected leg. On further follow-up the dermatologist had done Punch Excision and antibiotics were prescribed. The patient was then referred to physiotherapy OPD. Physiotherapy assessment of the patient was done. The patient had a wart on lateral plantar aspect of right foot with a diameter of approximately 1.3 cm. The pain on NPRS (Numeric Pain rating scale) was 5 on weight bearing. Wart diameter was measured by vernier callipers with the patient in a sitting position with the affected foot exposed. The edge of the wart was marked using a fine tipped marker. The measuring caliper measured the diameter of the wart in centimeters. The measurements were done by the same physical therapist 3 times to ensure interrater reliability, before the first session, after the 7th session and after the 15th session. The patient also was diagnosed as having overpronated foot on weight bearing and walking. The physiotherapist advised ultrasonic therapy for plantar wart and exercises for correcting overpronation of the foot.

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION
The patient was given physiotherapy treatment including ultrasound therapy and exercises to correct over pronation of foot. Photographic evidence was taken at two-time intervals, one at the commencement of treatment (pre) and second after 15 weeks of treatment (post).

Protocol: Technique of Ultrasonic therapy: The ultrasonic equipment used in this case was Ultrasonic 1300 by EME, SRL Italy. The couplant used was ultrasonic gel. The gel ensures contact of the ultrasound head with the skin as the head is rotated on the skin with firm pressure. This technique is more effective due to higher energy transfer. If patient sensation is normal, a warmth will be noticed in the area. A dull aching indicates an intensity of too large a magnitude.

The dosage used was 0.6-1 watt/cm² with duration of treatment 15 minutes for each treatment session. The frequency of treatment used was one time per week for 15 weeks.
Protocol for pronated foot:
- Intrinsic foot muscle strengthening - towel curl, foam ball, heel to toe standing
- Invertors strengthening
- Evertor stretching
- Short foot exercise - pull first metatarsal toward heel without toe flexion maintain for 5 secs
- Hip and knee strengthening
- Balance training

Frequency and repetitions:
- Ultrasound therapy was given once in a week for 15 weeks
- Exercise for pronated foot was done twice a day with 5 repetitions of each exercise started at the initial stage with progressive increments in the number of repetitions according to achievement of strength.

RESULTS
Improvement in pain was noted initially. After 6-7 treatment sessions slight improvement was noticed and completely disappearance of pain occurred after 10 treatment sessions. The scar remained, so treatment sessions continued and the scar improved. The pain on NPRS was 5 on weight bearing at 0 weeks, 3 at 7th week and 0 at 15th week. The wart diameter was 1.3 cm at 0 weeks, 0.8 cm at 7 weeks and 0 cm at 15 weeks.

DISCUSSION
Plantar warts cause pain while weight bearing and walking. Physiotherapy treatment included Ultrasound therapy for treating plantar wart and exercise for pronated foot. There was improvement in pain and skin became normal after Ultrasonic intervention. Whether the therapeutic effect is due to heat, psychotherapy or some other mechanism is not clear. The effective treatment technique seems to be an intensity of 0.6-1.0 watt/cm² for 15-minute duration with one treatment session per week for 15 weeks. When the aquasonic gel is directly applied to the skin it seems more effective. The number of treatment session required depends upon the age of plantar wart and method of previous treatment. With ultrasound treatment there is no scar tissue formation which is always present with surgery. Thus ultrasonic therapy seems to be effective treatment for plantar warts.

CONCLUSION
The present study concludes that ultrasound therapy is effective in treating patients suffering from plantar warts. Ultrasonic therapy improves pain and improves healing. Ultrasound seems to have value as an effective initial treatment program because of being painless, there is no scar formation and a comparatively inexpensive treatment. Ultrasound treatment allows the patient to continue with routine day to day activities and normal lifestyle while receiving treatment, something that may not be done with other methods of treatment. Another important aspect is there is no scar formation which is a risk with other established treatment methods.
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